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Dynamics of Three-Degree-of-Freedom Systems With Quadratic 

Nonlinearifies 

by 

Tariq Ali Nayfeh 

Dr. A. H. Nayfeh, Co-chairperson 

Dr. D. T. Mook, Co-chairperson 

Engineering Science and Mechanics 

(ABSTRACT) 

The dynamics of two three-degree-of-freedom systems with quadratic 

nonlinearities are studied. The first system has two simultaneous two-to-one 

internal resonances. The second has a combination internal resonance. In 

both cases the response to a primary resonant excitation of the third mode is 

studied. The method of multiple time scales is used to obtain the equations 

that govern the amplitudes and phases of the first system. Then the fixed 

points of these equations are obtained and their stability is determined. The 

fixed points undergo Hopf bifurcations, and the overall system response can 

be periodic or periodically, quasiperiodically, or chaotically modulated. The 

method of the time-averaged Lagrangian is used to obtain the equations that 

govern the amplitudes and phases of the second system. The fixed points of 

these equations are obtained and their stability is determined. These fixed 

points undergo Hopf bifurcations, and the overall system response can be 

periodic or a two- or three-torus.
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The responses of nonlinear systems to harmonic excitations often exhibit 

complicated long-time behaviors (attractors) when their natural frequencies 

are commensurable [1,2]; that is, when the system has an internal or 

autoparametric resonance. For example, in 1863 Froude [3] observed that a 

ship whose pitch frequency is twice its roll frequency has undesirable 

seakeeping characteristics. The explanation cannot be found in the linearized 

equations governing the motion of the ship because the yaw, sway, and roll 

. modes are not coupled with the pitch, heave, and surge modes. 

Mettler and Weidenhammer [4], Sethna [5], and Haxton and Barr [6] used 

the method of averaging to analyze primary resonances of systems governed 

by equations with quadratic nonlinearities when one natural frequency is twice 

another. Nayfeh, Mook, and Marshall [7] used the method of multiple scales 
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[8,9] to analyze a simple system of two coupled oscillators with quadratic 

nonlinearities as a model for the coupling of pitch and roll motions of ships. 

They investigated the primary resonances of both the first and the second 

mode. When w.v2w, and Qxa)., where Q is the excitation frequency, and the 

w; are the linear natural frequencies. they found a saturation phenomenon. 

Moreover, when w.¥2w, and Qsa,, they showed that there are conditions for 

which stable periodic steady-state motions do not exist. Instead, there exist 

amplitude- and phase-modulated motions in which the energy is continuously 

exchanged between the two modes. 

Later, Yamamoto and co-workers [10.11] used the method of harmonic 

balance and analog-computer simulations to investigate the forced responses 

of systems with quadratic and cubic nonlinearities to harmonic excitations 

when one frequency is twice another. They observed amplitude- and 

phase-modulated steady-state motions in their analog-computer simulations 

when Qeaw,. and Qew,. Nayfeh and Mook [12] used the method of multiple 

scales to analyze the response of a beam to a harmonic excitation. They 

accounted for the interaction of lateral and longitudinal vibrations. Hatwal, 

Mallik, and Ghosh [13] reported analytical and numerical results for the 

response of two internally resonant coupled oscillators to a harmonic 

excitation when the excitation frequency Q is near @,. Their results for small 

amplitudes are equivalent to those of Sethna [5] and Nayfeh, Mook, and 

Marshall [7]. However, their numerical results for sufficiently large amplitudes 

show that periodic responses are unstable and give way to periodically 

modulated motions. Miles [14] used the method of averaging to investigate 
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the responses of two internally resonant, quadratically coupled oscillators to 

harmonic excitations. He examined the stability of the analytical solutions and 

investigated the possible bifurcations. He presented numerical results that 

demonstrate chaotically and periodically modulated motions when the 

excitation frequency Q is near the lower frequency w,. Nayfeh and Raouf 

[15,16] used the method of multiple scales to investigate the response of a 

circular cylindrical shell to a harmonic internal pressure when the natural 

frequency w, of the breathing mode is twice the natural frequency w, of a 

flexural mode. They also found the saturation phenomenon when Q2w, and 

presented numerical results that demonstrate chaotically and periodically 

modulated motions. Nayfeh [17] used the method of multiple scales to analyze 

the pitching and rolling motion of a ship subject to a primary-resonant 

excitation. He found conditions for the existence of Hopf bifurcations (periodic 

motions lose their stability when a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues 

crosses the imaginary axis with nonzero speed) when @.~2a, and Qa. 

Hatwal, Mallik, and Ghosh [18] reported experimental data and numerical 

results that demonstrate chaotic motions. Haddow, Barr, and Mook [19] 

conducted an experiment using a two-degree-of-freedom model consisting of 

two light-weight beams and two concentrated masses and observed the 

saturation phenomenon when Qa«w, and the nonexistence of periodic 

steady-state motions when Qaw,. Using a model similar to that of Haddow, 

Barr, and Mook [19], Nayfeh and Zavodney [20] observed amplitude- and 

phase-modulated motions when QOxaw,. Nayfeh et al. [21], Nayfeh and 

Balachandran [22], Balachandran and Nayfeh [23.24] performed experimental 
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studies on metallic and composite structures with quadratic nonlinearities and 

a two-to-one internal resonance. They observed periodically and chaotically 

modulated motions when Qa». 

Mook, Marshall, and Nayfeh [25] analyzed the cases of subharmonic and 

superharmonic resonances in the pitch and roll motions of ships. Mook and 

co-workers [26,27] used the method of multiple scales to investigate the 

influence of a two-to-one internal resonance on the response of a system with 

quadratic nonlinearities to a combination resonance (i.e., Q2a@,.+q@,) and a 

subharmonic resonance of the higher mode (i.e., Q22w.). They applied the 

results to an arch and found that the internal resonance significantly reduces 

the response. Balachandran and Nayfeh [28] experimentally investigated 

subharmonic and combination resonant excitations of internally resonant 

metallic and composite structures. 

All of the previously mentioned works dealt with a single internal 

resonance of the two-to-one type. Nayfeh and Mook [29] investigated the 

response of a three-degree-of-freedom system with the combination internal 

resonance wW32%wW.+m,. They demonstrated the existence of the saturation 

phenomenon when the higher mode is excited by a primary resonance; that is, 

Qa. 

Ibrahim and Barr [30] investigated the response of a fluid-filled circular 

container resting on a vibrating structure with an autoparametric coupling 

involving the first antisymmetric liquid sloshing mode and two orthogonal 

structural modes. Ibrahim, Woodall. and Heo [31] investigated the response 

of a three-degree-of freedom structure with the internal resonant condition 
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wim|w;,+o,|. They found that the system achieves a “quasi-steady response” 

and exhibits an energy exchange between the directly excited mode and the 

two indirectly excited modes. Nayfeh, Nayfeh, and Mook [32] theoretically and 

experimentally investigated the primary resonant response of a structure 

exhibiting an autoparametric combination resonance of the additive type. 

They demonstrated the saturation phenomenon. 

Sridhar, Mook, and Nayfeh [33] and Hadian and Nayfeh [34] studied the 

response of a circular plate with w,+2w.2w3; (essentially a 

three-degree-of-freedom problem). When Qxw3, Hadian and Nayfeh [34] 

found that. the equations describing the amplitudes and phases of the 

interacting modes posses periodic solutions that undergo a period-doubling 

sequence leading to chaos. 

Bux and Roberts [35], Ashworth and Barr [36], and Cartmell and Roberts 

[37] investigated the response of a structure that consists of two beams and 

one mass. The first beam is a cantilever mounted in the horizontal direction 

and the second beam is vertically mounted at the end of the first but is rotated 

so that its transverse vibrations occur out of plane with respect to the 

horizontal beam (essentially a four-degree-of-freedom structure). They 

studied the effect of simultaneous combination and two-to-one internal 

resonances; that is, @22wg + w; and «),x2w,, where w, is the frequency of the 

first in-plane bending mode of the first beam, w, is the frequency of the second 

in-plane bending mode of the first beam, aw, is the frequency of the 

out-of-plane bending of the second beam, and w,; is the torsional frequency of 

the mass and the second beam. They found that the large-amplitude motion 
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of the directly excifed mode can be absorbed by the modes that are excited 

through the internal resonance. Balachandran and Nayfeh [23,28] 

experimentally studied the response of a three-degree-of-freedom composite 

structure with two light-weight composite beams and two concentrated 

masses. The structure possesses the two internal resonances 

W2o23a, and wox2a;, where w,; and, are the frequencies of the first two 

bending modes and q@, is the frequency of the first torsional mode. They found 

saturation, planar and nonplanar nonlinear periodic motions, and periodically 

modulated motions when the lower bending mode was excited by a primary 

resonance. They also found nonplanar, nonlinear periodic, periodically 

modulated, and chaotically modulated motions when the higher bending mode 

was excited by a primary resonance. 

Ibrahim [38] considered the case when w3%2W., Wex2m, , and Q2w3; 

simultaneously. He used the method of multiple scales to determine the 

equations describing the amplitudes and phases of the interacting modes. He 

determined the fixed points and their stability. 

Tadjbakhsh and Wang [39] investigated the response of wind-driven 

cables. They modeled the cable as a three-degree-of freedom system with 

quadratic nonlinearities with the internal resonant conditions 

W3X2wW, and wo2x~2w,. They considered the case when the second mode is 

excited (i.e., Qe.) and found that the system exhibits both the saturation and 

jump phenomena. 

The objective of this work is to study the long-time behavior of two 

three-degree-of-freedom systems that possess quadratic nonlinearities in the 
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restoring and/or inertial force terms. In the case of the internal resonant 

conditions w322w, and wev2ca,, our goal is to analytically study the behavior 

of the system. In the case of the internal resonant condition w32w, + ws, we 

wish to experimentally verify the fixed point solutions obtained by Nayfeh and 

Mook [29] and to analytically study long-time behavior of the systems. 

To this end, in Chapter 2 the work of Ibrahim [38] is extended. The method 

of multiple time scales is used to obtain the equations that govern the 

amplitudes and phases. The fixed points of these equations exhibit Hopf 

bifurcations. Using various numerical simulations, we show that these 

equations possess complicated solutions, such as periodic, two-period 

quasiperiodic, and chaotic solutions. The phase-locking phenomenon is also 

demonstrated. {In Chapter 3, the work of Nayfeh and Mook [29] and Nayfeh, 

Nayfeh, and Mook [33] is extended. The time-averaged-Lagrangian method is 

used to obtain the equations that govern the amplitudes and phases. Then 

we determine the fixed points of these equations and investigate their stability. 

The fixed points of these equations are shown to undergo Hopf bifurcations 

which lead to periodically modulated motions. We also perform experiments 

and find that the experimentally and theoretically obtained fixed points show 

good qualitative agreement. In Chapter 4 we present our conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Simultaneous Two-to-One Internal Resonances 

In this chapter the response of a three-degree-of-freedom structure with 

quadratic nonlinearities subject to harmonic forcing of its third mode is 

investigated. The method of multiple scales is used to obtain the equations 

that govern its amplitudes and phases. The fixed points of these equations are 

obtained and their stability is determined. The fixed points are found to 

undergo Hopf bifurcations and hence the response undergoes amplitude- and 

phase-modulated motions. Regions where the amplitudes and phases 

undergo periodic, quasiperiodic, and chaotic motions, regions where the 

overall system response is periodically, quasiperiodically, and chaotically 

modulated, are determined. 
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2.1 Introduction 

An investigation into the response of a three-degree-of-freedom structure with 

quadratic nonlinearities to a primary excitation is conducted. The motion of 

the structure is governed by the three coupled second-order nonlinear 

ordinary differential equations 

OV 
  

  

  

Uy + wu, + 26l,U, = € Bu, (2.1) 

Uy + w5U + 2&UtoUy = € ou, (2.2) 

lig + Rug + 2epytly = ¢ un + ef cos Mt (2.3) 

where 

V= oyu; + in? Uy + OU, Us + o14U¢ Uy + agU,Us + gS 2.4) 

2 2 3 
+ Oe Uy + Oglolly + AgUg + &4 QU UDUy 

and the wry, @n, f, Q, and uw, are constants. « is a small dimensionless parameter, 

and the dots represent time derivatives. The case of simultaneous internal 

(autoparametric) resonances of the type «4220. and w2x2w, is considered. 
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2.2 Method of Solution: Multiple Scales 

We seek a first-order uniform expansion of equations (2.1)-(2.4) in the form 

u(t; é) = UnolT; T,) + EuUn1(T, T;) +... (2.5a) 

where 7,=t is a fast scale associated with changes occurring at the 

frequencies (2 and w,, and T,=<«t is a slow scale associated with the 

modulations of the amplitudes and the phases due to the nonlinearities, 

damping, and resonances. The first- and second-order time derivatives 

transform as 

d d° 2 = Po + 6Dy, and “27 Dé + 2eDpD, + --. (2.5b) 

where D, = d/dT,. Substituting equations (2.5) into equations (2.1)-(2.4) and 

equating coefficients of like powers of «, one obtains 

Order ©° : 

2 2 
Dj U4 -|- ()4U49 = 0 (2.6) 

2 2 
D5 Udo + WoUog =Q (2.7) 

2 2 

Ordere : 
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2 2 2 

; , (2.9) 
+ OgUg9 + 20 4U QUgq + %5U39 + %1QUagUgq 

2 2 2 
Do Us + Woo 4 = 2D 9D Ung _ 2[lynD glo + Any g + 20.3U 4 Uo (2 10) 

2 2 
+ Siglgg + 207UggU gq + %gl3q + %4QU4QU39 

Doua, + Wola, = — 2DpDy Ung — 2itaDoUan + ogue 9431 1 M331 = 014439 Lighiglizg + 41g 

+ 20%5U;,9U39 + 0 7Usy + 2a gUo9U39 + Borg) (2.11) 

+ O@4QUyQUaq + fcos QT, 

The general solutions of equations (2.6)-(2.8) can be expressed in the form 

Un, = A,(T,) explian,,T)) + ec (2.12) 

for n = 1, 2, and 3, where cc denotes the complex conjugate of the preceding 

terms, and the A, are to be determined through the elimination of secular and 

small-divisor terms from the next-order equations. In this paper, we analyze 

the case w.%2a., aexv2w,, and Qxea,. 

Substituting equations (2.12) into equations (2.9)-(2.11) and recalling the 

resonances being studied, we obtain 

Deu, + ceuy, = Zi, (Ay’ + A, Je?" ; 

. 2.13 
+ 2aA Ae? —°0T0 4 co + NST 

Doug, + @5Ug4 = — Zicdn(Ao! + UpAne'?2” + apAfe?'"s (2.14) 

+ 2a7,AgAne?3~ 2)" 4. co + NST 
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Dj us1 + 3Ua4 = — Bierg(Ag’ + UgAg)e'2"* (2.15) 
+: azAseie!o + fcos QT, + cc + NST 

where the overbar indicates the complex conjugate, the prime indicates 

differentiation with respect to 7,, and NST stands for terms that do not produce 

secular or small-divisor terms. To describe quantitatively the nearness of the 

resonances, we introduce the detuning parameters a, a2, and o3 according to 

Wy = 2W, + E69, 3 = 2009 + £63, Q = Wa + EO (2.16) 

Substituting equations (2.16) into equations (2.13)-(2.15) and eliminating the 

secular terms from U;;, U2, and Us,;, one obtains 

— 2iw,(Ay’ + 14A,) + 20nAA,e'72"' = 0 (2.17) 

~ Qidy(Ag! + UpAy) + aAPe” 172" + 2a7AgAne'??" = 0 (2.18) 

= 2iedg(Ag! + HgAg) + 7 Aze™ 727 + 2 fel?" = 0 (2.19) 

Expressing the A, in the polar form 

/ 2040 Ww 
Ay = aye”, A, = age’ 

2 (2.20) 

and separating equations (2.17)-(2.19) into real and imaginary parts yields the 

modulation equations 
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a,’ = 4a, -+ aay sin Y4 

ri 2: ; : 
ay = Lao —_ a, sin ¥4 -+ ad4 sin y2 

a,! = — Lina ~ [a2 sin ly + F sin 3 = — #343 2 Yo V3 

i 

a,B," = — aja) COS yy 

By’ = 2 , 

2 axf4 = — [a cos yo — F cos y4 

where 

y= Bo — 2B, +0691, Yo= fy _ 2f. +631,, yg=0T; - f3 

[= 403 /2w0 405. F = faz/2a@oW4 

Solving equations (2.27) for the /}, yields 

1 1 1 
Bs = oT, — ¥3, Py = =z (o + og)T ~ 9 25 Ya 

1 1 
By =] + 205 + O3)T, — | 2 + Yo + ¥3) 

Simultaneous Two-to-One Internal Resonances 
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(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 
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Substituting equations (2.29) into equations (2.20), using equations (2.16), and 

substituting the result into equations (2.5a) and (2.12), we obtain to the first 

approximation 

24 204 W9 

  

1 
Uy ——o ay cos} 7 (Qt — 2y, — yo — 3) | (2.30) 

Un 20 a, cos| (Qt — yy — y3) (2.31) 

2w 
Us& za a, cos(Qt — y4) (2.32) 

where the a, and y, are given by equations (2.21)-(2.27). 

2.3 Periodic Motions 

It follows from equations (2.30)-(2.32) that periodic responses correspond to 

constant a, and y,, which in turn correspond to the fixed points or constant 

solutions of equations (2.21)-(2.27). It follows from equations (2.29) that 

f 7 1 f 
B = (o + 265 + 63) = V4, Bo => (6 + 93) = V9, Bs =O V4 (2.33) 

a
|
—
 

Hence, the fixed points or constant solutions of equations (2.21)-(2.27) are 

given by the equations 
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— pya, + aya sin y, = 0 

20 . 
— [lpAy — A; SIN, + Anaz SIN Yo = O 

— [383 — as SIN} + F sin y3 =0 

— 2 “4? Voao =— ay cos RP aa4 cos Yo 

2 oa, = — Ta, cos yy —F COS yy 

There are three possibilities: 

(a) aj =0,a,=0, and a, #0 

(6) a, =0,a,40, and a, #0 

(c) a, #0,a, 40, and a, #0 

Case a. 

In this case, a; = a2 = 0 and 

and hence u, = u, = 0 and 

Simultaneous Two-to-One Internal Resonances 
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(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 
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20 

a7 
  Us a, cos(Qt — y3) 

which is essentially the linear solution. 

Case b. 

In this case, a, = 0, 

2 2\1/2 
a3 = (ftp + yay! 

  

and 

5 9411/2 
Pay = — (ugu3 — 62) + | F — (ugvg + omg) | 

Hence, 

20) 1 
U,20, U5 “a 2 cos| > (Qt — yo — 13) | 

and 

20 (Qt 
Us a, cos(Qt — y 3 7 3 V3 

Case c. 

In this case, 

2 2\1/2 
ay = (ny + ¥4) 

Simultaneous Two-to-One Internal Resonances 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 
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—_———— 

2 2 ap=— 44+ (x5 - x (2.47) 

(ug + 0 Jay = F? — 20 (uguy + ovy)ap — 20 (ugg — ovg)ay —T%az (2.48) 

where 

2 
ao 

4 = | Male — %4¥q + oy (Hat + 44) (2.49) 
My +o 

2 
2 ay 2 2.4 

3 +o 

and the response is given by equations (2.30)-(2.32). 

2.4 Stability of the Fixed Points 

To analyze the stability of the fixed points of equations (2.21)-(2.27), we let 

J 20, Wp. . iv T wy . ivoT 

A, =—a EP —iqye"'', A =o (p> — iqnje"?"', 
(2.51) 

IVa qT 2 ; 
and A, = my (Pp, — iqz)e 

where the p, and q, are real and the v, are defined in equations (2.33). 

Substituting equations (2.51) into equations (2.17)-(2.19) and separating real 

and imaginary parts, one obtains 
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Py + £4Py + 9491 + P1942 — Pods = 0 (2.52) 

Gy) + 494 — Y4P1 — P1P2 — 9192 = 9 (2.53) 

Po’ + UoP2 + YoG2 + 2P191 + P293 — P342 = 0 (2.54) 

Qa! + Hod — YoPo — Pt + Ay — PoP3 ~ 993 = 0 (2.55) 

Py’ + B3P3 + 393 + 2E prog = 0 (2.56) 

ds’ + 1393 — v3P3 — U(p3 — gp) — F =0 (2.57) 

We note that these equations are invariant under the transformations 

Py — P41, 94 > — G1; Po — Pas G2 — Jas P3 > P3, 93 > 3 (2.58) 

Py 9,95 7 — Py, Po — Po. do > — Jas P3 > P3, 93 > A3 (2.59) 

Py > — 4, Gy > Py, Po > — Po. Ga > — Gas P3 > Pa 93 > 95 (2.60) 

Substituting equations (2.51) into equations (2.12) and using equations (2.16) 

and (2.33), we find that to the first approximation 

  

2/2W4Wo 1 . 7 1 
Uy = E cos( q @b + q, sin( F220) (2.61) 

~ 21 + Of) + gy sin( Lan (2.62) 
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20 
a | Pp; cos(Qt) + gz sin(Qzr) | (2.63) 

  

U3 

where the p; and g; are given by equations (2.52)-(2.57). 

The stability of a particular fixed point with respect to perturbations 

proportional to exp(AT,) depends on the real parts of the roots of the 

characteristic equation 

A+ py+q2 v4 —Po — Py 0 0 

—v¥y—Pyp A+ My —% — Py — 0 0 

204 2p, A+Hg+ 93 Yo-P3 Go Pa 

=0 (2.64) 

— 2p4 204 —v¥g—P3 Atig—IW3 —P2 —% 

0 U 21qo 2) po A+, vg     
Thus, a fixed point given by equations (2.46)-(2.48) is asymptotically stable if 

and only if the real parts of all the roots of equation (2.64) are negative. 

To study the stability of the fixed points corresponding to case a, we let 

Pi = Po = Gi = G2 = 0 in equation (2.64) and obtain the eigenvalues 

A=— My Vy, — Mgt IN3, — fot as — v5 (2.65) 
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Hence, the fixed points corresponding to case a are stable if and only if 

as <5 + "5 (2.66) 

where a3 = p32 + qi. 

To study the stability of the fixed points corresponding to case b, we fet 

Pp: = q; = 0 in equation (2.64) and obtain the two roots 

= 

A=—p,t.fap—vi (2.67) 

and four roots governed by the characteristic equation 

A+Hg+3  %¥9—-P3 —A ~~ Po 

—%—P3 42+Uy—-% —~P2 —~% 

=0 (2.68) 

2Tqo 21 po A+ [lg v3 

— 20 py - 20d —vg At,     
Again, the fixed points in this case are asymptotically stable if and only if the 

real parts of all the eigenvalues in equations (2.67) and (2.68) are negative. 
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2.5 Numerical Results for Fixed-Point Solutions 

To show the effect of varying the detunings and the excitation amplitude on the 

fixed points for cases. a, b, and c, we let [T =0.625, 

fy = M2 = 0.5, and wy=0.1. In all of the figures, continuous lines represent 

stable solutions, dotted lines represent unstable solutions with positive real 

eigenvalues, and dashed lines represent unstable solutions with a complex 

conjugate pair of eigenvalues having a positive real part. 

In Figures 2.1-2.3 we show the effect of varying the excitation amplitude F 

on the response amplitudes a, (Figure 2.1), a, (Figure 2.2), and a; (Figure 2.3). 

Here, we set o = o,=0.5 and o, = 0.0. The solution corresponding to case b 

exists when F>F,x0.275 (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). When F,<F<F.,.~0.284, case 

b is double-valued, with the small solution being unstable with a positive real 

eigenvalue and the large solution being stable (Figure 2.2). The solution 

corresponding to case c exists when F>F;%0.323 (Figures 2.1-2.3). When 

O0<F<F,, only the solution corresponding to case a exists and is stable 

(Figures 2.2 and 2.3). Hence, the response in this case is periodic consisting 

of the third mode only. When F,<F<F,, three solutions exist: a solution 

corresponding to case a, which is stable: a solution corresponding to case b, 

which is stable; and a solution corresponding to case b, which is unstable with 

a positive real eigenvalue (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). Here, the response is periodic 

consisting of either the third mode only or the second and third modes. When 

F,<F<F;, there are two possible solutions: a solution corresponding to case 
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Figure 2.1. Force-response curves for the first mode: (...) unstable with a positive real 

eigenvalue, (---) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the 
right half plane, and (__) stable. Here, o = 0.5, 02=0.5,¢;=0.0, py =0.5, 

pe = 0.5, py = 0.1, and F = 0.625.     
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Figure 2.2. Force-response curves for the second made: 

right half plane, and (___) stable. Here, 
ja= 0.5, = 0.1, and [ = 0.625. 

  
(...) unstable with a positive real 

eigenvalue, (---) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the 
c= 0.5, 02> 0.5, 34,>= 0.0, 4 = 0.5,   
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Figure 2.3. Force-response curves for the third mode: (...) unstable with a positive real 
eigenvalue, (---) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the 
right half plane, and (__) stable. Here, o = 0.5,02=0.5,06;=0.0, wi = 0.5, 

  
1.6 
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a, which is unstable with a positive real eigenvalue, and a_ solution 

corresponding to case b, which is stable (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). Here, the 

response is periodic consisting of the second and third modes. When 

F3<F<F,~0.528, three possible solutions exist: a solution corresponding to 

case a, which is unstable with a positive real eigenvalue; a_ solution 

corresponding to case b, which is stable: and a solution corresponding to case 

c, which is stable (Figures 2.1-2.3). In this case, the response is periodic 

consisting of either the second and third modes or all three modes. When 

F,<F<F,~1.444, three possible solutions exist: a solution corresponding to 

case a, which is unstable with a positive real eigenvalue; a_ solution 

corresponding to case b, which is stable: and a solution corresponding to case 

c, which is unstable with the real part of a pair of complex conjugate 

eigenvalues being positive (Figures 2.1-2.3). Here, the response is either a 

periodic motion consisting of the second and third modes or an amplitude- 

and phase-modulated motion consisting of all three modes. We note that F, is 

a Hopf-bifurcation point. When F>F,, there are three possible solutions: a 

solution corresponding to case a, which is unstable with a positive real 

eigenvalue; a solution corresponding to case b, which is also unstable with a 

positive real eigenvalue; and a solution corresponding to case c, which is 

unstable with the real part of a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues being 

positive (Figure 2.1-2.3). Here, the response is an amplitude- and 

phase-modulated motion consisting of all three modes. 

In many nonlinear systems the response is dependant on the sweep 

direction. As we sweep the excitation amplitude up from F = 0, we begin with 
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the solution corresponding to case a, which is stable (Figures 2.1-2.3). Hence, 

the response is periodic and consists of only the third mode. The amplitude 

a; of the third mode, the directly excited mode, increases linearly with F until 

F reaches the critical value F,. When F is increased beyond F, (Figure 2.2), the 

solution corresponding to case a becomes unstable with a positive real 

eigenvalue. Hence, the response jumps up to the solution corresponding to 

case b, which is stable. Here the response is periodic with the second and 

third modes present. As F is increased further, the amplitude a, of the excited 

mode remains constant (saturated), independent of F (Figure 2.3), and is given 

by equation (2.42). As F is increased beyond F;, case b becomes unstable with 

a positive real eigenvalue (Figures 2.1-2.3), and the response jumps to the 

solution corresponding to case c, which is unstabie with the real part of a pair 

of complex conjugate eigenvalues being positive (Figures 2.1-2.3). Here, the 

response is an amplitude- and phase-modulated motion consisting of all three 

modes. As we sweep F down from say F > 2.5, at first the solution corresponds 

to case c, which is unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying 

in the right-half of the complex plane. and the response is an amplitude- and 

phase-modulated motion. As F is decreased, the response remains an 

amplitude- and phase-modulated motion until F reaches the critical value F,. 

As F is decreased below the Hopf-bifurcation point F,, the solution 

corresponding to case c becomes stable, and hence the response becomes 

periodic consisting of all three modes (Figures 2.1-2.3). The response remains 

periodic consisting of all three modes until F is decreased below F, where the 

solution corresponding to case c ceases to exist and the response latches onto 
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the solution corresponding to case b (Figures 2.1-2.3). Hence, the response is 

periodic consisting of the second and third modes. As F is decreased below 

F, the solution corresponding to case b ceases (Figures 2.2 and 2.3), and the 

response jumps down to the solution corresponding to case a, which is 

periodic consisting of the third mode only. The overhang region between F, 

and F, corresponds to a subcritical instability. In this interval, the response 

may correspond to either case a or case b, depending on the initial conditions. 

In Figures 2.4-2.8 we show variations of the amplitudes a, (Figure 2.4), a, 

(Figure 2.5), and a, (Figure 2.6-2.8) with o. Here, we set F=0.5, 

o, = 0.5, and o; = 0.0. When o <a —0.909 or « > o'0.909, only solution a 

is possible and it is stable (Figures 2.5 and 2.6). The response in this case is 

periodic consisting of the third mode only (essentially a linear response). 

Solution b exists when o is between oa" and a, When o6<¢<a0%x —0.782 

or 0.78120%<a<o, case b is double-valued: the smaller solution is 

unstable with a real eigenvalue being positive and the larger solution is stable 

(Figure 2.5). When o6%<a<o0@x —0.858 or 0.902~0°) <o<o, there are two 

possible solutions: a solution corresponding to case a, which is stable, and a 

solution corresponding to case b, which is also stable (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). 

Here the response is periodic consisting of either the third mode only or the 

second and third modes. When o?%<o<o® or 0.844208 <o<o6®), there are 

three possible solutions: a solution corresponding to case a, which is stable; 

a solution corresponding to case b. which is stable; and a_ solution 

corresponding to case c, which is unstable with the real part of a pair of 

complex conjugate eigenvalues being positive (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). Here, the 
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Frequency-response curves for the first mode: (...) unstable with a positive real 
eigenvalue, (---) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the 
right half plane, and (__)_ stable. Here, F=0.5,02,=0.5, 03 = 0.0, 
Br = 0.5, po = 0.5, ws = 0.1, and F = 0.625.   
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Figure 2.5. Frequency-response curves for the second mode: (...) unstable with a positive real 
eigenvalue, (---) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the 
right half plane, and (__)_ stable. Here, 
Hr = 0.5, we = 0.5, ws = 0.1, and T = 0.625.   F= 0.5, 02> 0.5, 63> 0.0, 
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Figure 2.6. Frequency-response curves for the third mode: (...) unstable with a positive real 
eigenvalue, (--) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the 
right half plane, and (__) _ stable. Here, F=0.5,02=0.5, o3 = 0.0, 
1 = 0.5, we = 0.5, wy = 0.1, and 1° = 0.625.     
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response can correspond to case a, be periodic, and consist of the third mode 

only, or periodic corresponding to case b consisting of the second and third 

modes, or an amplitude- and phase-modulated motion corresponding to case 

c consisting of all three modes. When o@<o<o4%x —0.571 or 

—0.47420) <¢<o%20.473, there are three possible solutions: a solution 

corresponding to case a, which is unstable with a real eigenvalue being 

positive; a solution corresponding to case b, which is stable; and a solution 

corresponding to case c, which is unstable with the real part of a pair of 

complex conjugate eigenvalues being positive (Figures 2.6 and 2.7). Hence, 

the response consists of either a periodic solution consisting of the second 

and third modes or an amplitude- and phase-modulated motion consisting of 

all three modes. When o@%<a<o0 or a®<o<o™, three solutions exist: a 

solution corresponding to case a, which is unstable with a real eigenvalue 

being positive; a solution corresponding to case b, which is stable; and a 

solution corresponding to case c, which is stable (Figures 2.4-2.8). In this case, 

the response is periodic consisting of either the second and third modes or 

all three modes. When o')<oa<o®), three stable solutions exist: a solution 

corresponding to case a: a solution corresponding to case b; and a solution 

corresponding to case c. Hence in this case, the response is periodic 

consisting of the third mode only, the second and third modes only, or all 

three modes. We note that 0%, ¢®), o®, and o® correspond to Hopf-bifurcation 

points. 

As we slowly sweep o upwards from o = —1.5, at first the solution 

corresponds to case a (a, =a,=0) (Figures 2.4-2.6), and the response is 
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Expanded portion of the frequency-response curves for the third mode: (...) unstable 
with a positive real eigenvalue, (---) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate   
  

eigenvalues lying in the right half plane, and (__)_ stable. Here, 
F=0.5, 62 =0.5, 03 = 0.0, wy = 0.5, pe = 0.5, wy = 0.1, and [ = 0.625. 
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Expanded portion of the frequency-response curves for the third mode: (...) unstable 
with a positive real eigenvalue, (---) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate 
eigenvalues lying in the right half plane, and (__)_ stable. Here, 
F=0.5, 62 = 0.5, 63 = 0.0, uy = 0.5, wp = 0.5, uz = 0.1, and T = 0.6285.   
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periodic consisting of the third mode only. It remains stable until o reaches 

the critical value o® (Figures 2.5-2.7). As o is increased beyond a®), the 

solution corresponding to case a loses stability with one real eigenvalue 

becoming positive, and the response jumps to that corresponding to either 

case b or case c. In the first case, a, remains zero, a; decreases slightly, and 

a2 jumps up from zero to a large value. As oa is increased further, the response 

stays locked onto the solution corresponding to case b, which is periodic and 

consists of the second and third modes, until o reaches the critical value ao, 

where the solution for case b ceases to exist (Figures 2.6 and 2.8). As oa is 

increased beyond o'), the response jumps down to the solution 

corresponding to case a. lf at o=o® the response jumps to _ that 

corresponding to case c, it becomes an amplitude- and phase-modulated 

motion consisting of all three modes. It remains aperiodic (it may even 

become chaotic) until o exceeds ao, where the fixed points of the modulation 

equations undergo a reverse Hopf bifurcation, and the response becomes 

periodic consisting of all three modes. Aso is increased beyond o®), the fixed 

points undergo a Hopf bifurcation and the response becomes an amplitude- 

and phase-modulated mation. As o is increased beyond o, the fixed points 

undergo another reverse Hopf bifurcation and the response becomes periodic 

again and remains so until o reaches oc. When o exceeds o®), the fixed points 

undergo another Hopf bifurcation and again the response becomes an 

amplitude- and phase-modulated motion. As o is increased beyond o®, 

solution c ceases to exist and the response jumps to the solution 

corresponding to either case b or case a. 
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As we slowly sweep o down from a =1.5, the response is periodic 

corresponding to case a. It remains stable until o is decreased below o™, 

where it loses stability with a real eigenvalue becoming positive, and the 

response jumps to either a periodic motion consisting of the second and third 

modes, corresponding to case b, or a periodic motion consisting of all three 

modes, corresponding to case c. In the first case, the response remains stable 

until o is decreased below o), where a. jumps down to zero whereas a; jumps 

down to the solution corresponding to case a. If ato =o”, the response jumps 

to the solution corresponding to case c, it will be periodic consisting of all 

three modes. As o is decreased further the response will remain periodic until 

o reaches the value o®, where the fixed points undergo a Hopf bifurcation and 

the response becomes an amplitude- and phase-modulated motion consisting 

of all three modes. As o is decreased below o°), the fixed points undergo a 

reverse Hopf bifurcation and the response becomes periodic again (Figures 

2.4-2.7). The response remains periodic until o is decreased below ao, where 

the fixed points undergo a Hopf bifurcation, and the response becomes an 

amplitude- and phase-modulated motion consisting of all three modes (Figures 

2.4-2.6). The response remains modulated until o is decreased below o®) 

where the solution for case c ceases (Figures 2.4-2.6, and 2.7), and the 

response jumps to that corresponding to either case a or case b. 

In Figures 2.9-2.11 we show the effect of varying o. on the response 

amplitudes a, , a. , and a;. Here, we set F = 0.5,¢0 = 0.5, and o, = 0.. It follows 

from equation (2.40) that solution a is independent of c,. For the given values 

of F, o, and o;, solution a is unstable (Figures 2.10 and 2.11) with at least one 
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Figure 2.9. Influence of ¢, on the response of the first mode: (...) unstable with 
a positive real eigenvalue, (—) unstable with a pair of complex 
conjugate eigenvalues lying in the right half plane, and (__) stable. 
Here, F=05,0=0.5,0;=0.0. uw, =0.5. uw.=05, H3=0.1, and 

DT = 0.625.   
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Figure 2.10. Influence of 7, on the response of the second mode: ( ...) unstable 
with a positive real eigenvalue. (—) 
conjugate eigenvaiues lying in the right half plane, and 
Here, F=0.5,¢=0.5,6,;=0.0. iy, = 0.5, 
T = 0.625.   unstabie with a pair of complex 

2 = 0.5, M3 = 0.1, 

(___)} stable. 
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Figure 2.11. Influence of «, on the response of the third mode: (...) unstable 
with a positive real eigenvalue, (—) unstable with a pair of complex 

conjugate eigenvalues lying in the right half plane, and (___} stable. 
Here, F=0.5,¢0=0.5,0,=0.0. uw, =0.5. uw. =0.5, uw, =0.1, and 

C = 0.625.     
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real eigenvalue being positive. It follows from equations (2.42) and (2.43) that 

the amplitudes a, and a; (a, = 0) in case b are also independent of o,. Here, 

solution b is stable (Figures 2.9-2.11). Solution c exists for values of a, 

between oS) = — 1.748 and of = 1.217. When o}?<oa,<of = — 1.717, case cis 

double-valued: the small solution is unstable with a real eigenvalue being 

positive and the large solution is unstable with the real part of a pair of 

complex conjugate eigenvalues being positive. When oc? <o,<o = 0.353, 

case c is single-valued and unstable with the real part of a pair of complex 

conjugate eigenvalues being positive. When of)<o,<o), again solution c is 

single-valued but stable. The point co corresponds to a Hopf bifurcation. 

Combining the three solutions, we conclude that (a) when o.<o%$" or o,>0%, 

the response corresponds to case b and hence it is periodic consisting of the 

second and third modes only; (b) when o$<o,<o#), the response 

corresponds to either case b or case c, and hence it is either a periodic motion 

consisting of the second and third modes only or an amplitude- and 

phase-modulated motion consisting of all three modes; and (c) when 

af) <o,<oa, the response corresponds to either case b or case c, depending 

on the initial conditions, and hence it is periodic consisting of either the 

second and third modes only or all three modes. 

In Figures 2.12-2.16 we show the effect of varying o; on the response 

amplitudes a, (Figure 2.12), a. (Figure 2.13), and a, (Figure 2.14). When 

o3<o0$~ —2.188 or 03> 04'24.500, only solution a is possible and it is stable. 

The response in this case is periodic consisting of the third mode only. When 

a. <o,<0Pfsx —1.778 or —1.6382209) <a, <0 —1.509, there are two possible 
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Figure 2.13. Influence of o, on the response of the second mode: (...) unstabie 
with a positive real eigenvalue, (—-) unstable with a pair of complex 
conjugate eigenvalues lying in the right half plane, and (___) stable. 
Here, F=05,¢=0.5. o,=0.5. uw, =0.5. nw =0.5,4u,;=0.1, and 
U = 0.625.   
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Figure 2.14. Influence of «; on the response of the third mode: (...) unstable 

with a positive real eigenvalue, (—) unstable with a pair of complex 

conjugate eigenvalues lying in the right half plane, and (__) stable. 
Here, F=05,0=0.5, o2=05. 2, =0.5. uw =0.5,4,;=0.1, and 
[ = 0.625.     
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Figure 2.15. Expanded portion of the influence of 7, on the response of the 
second mode: (...) unstable with a positive real eigenvalue, (—) 
unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the 
right half plane, and (___) stable. Here, F=0.5,0 =0.5, o,=0.5, 

Wy = 0.5, wo = 0.5, pw, = 0.1, and [T = 0.625.   
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Figure 2.16. Expanded portion of the influence of +, on the response of the 

third mode: (...) unstable with a positive real eigenvalue, (—) unstable 

with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the right half 
plane, and (__)_ stable. Here, F=0.5,¢=0.5, o,=05, 

Hy = 0.5, uw. = 0.5, wy = 0.1, and [ = 0.625.       
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solutions: a solution corresponding to case a, which is unstable with a real 

eigenvalue being positive, and a solution corresponding to case b, which is 

stable. Consequently, the response in this case is periodic consisting of the 

second and third modes. When of) <«a,<o, there are two possible solutions: 

a solution corresponding to case a, which is unstable with one real eigenvalue 

being positive, and a solution corresponding to case b, which is unstable with 

the real part of a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues being positive 

(Figures 2.15 and 2.16). The response in this case is an amplitude- and 

phase-modulated motion consisting of the second and third modes. The 

values” of) | and of) correspond to Hopf-bifurcation points. When 

ao! <o3<0f)~ —1.467 or —0.196209) <a,<0%)=1.187, there are three possible 

solutions: a solution corresponding to case a, which is unstable with a real 

eigenvalue being positive, a solution corresponding to case b, which is stable; 

and a solution corresponding to case c. which is stable. In this case, the 

response is periodic consisting of either the second and third modes only or 

all three modes, depending on the _ initial conditions. When 

1.580209) <o,<o0f!23.246, there are three possible solutions: a_ solution 

corresponding to case a, which is stable: a solution corresponding to case b, 

which is also stable; and a solution corresponding to case c, which is unstable 

with the real part of a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues being positive. 

In this case, the response may be either periodic, consisting of either the third 

mode only or the second and third modes only, or an amplitude- and 

phase-modulated motion consisting of all three modes, depending on the 

initial conditions. The values of) and of correspond to Hopf-bifurcation points. 
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When of) <o3,<of) and of) <0,<o$!~3.638, there are three possible solutions 

corresponding to cases a, b, and c, all of which are stable. In this case, the 

response is periodic consisting of the third mode only, the second and third 

modes only, or all three modes, depending on the initial conditions. When 

a$<0,;<0$"74.500, there are two possible solutions: a solution 

corresponding to case a and a solution corresponding to case b, both of which 

are stable. Thus, the response is periodic consisting of either the third mode 

only or the second and third modes only, depending on the initial conditions. 

2.6 Modulated Motions 

As discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, the fixed points of the modulation 

equations (2.21)-(2.27) or (2.52)-(2.57) correspond to periodic solutions of 

go 23), Moreover, for some excitation and system parameters, the 

fixed-point solutions of the modulation equations may undergo Hopf 

bifurcations. Near these Hopf bifurcations, the modulation equations possess 

limit-cycle solutions, which correspond to either two-period quasiperiodic or 

phase-locked solutions of (2.1)-(2.3), depending on whether the frequency of 

the limit cycle is commensurate or incommensurate with Q. To locate these 

limit cycles, we use the shooting method described by Aprille and Trick [40]. 

To determine the stability of these limit cycles and the bifurcations that they 

may undergo, we use Floquet theory [12]. Once these limit-cycle solutions of 
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equations (2.52)-(2.57) lose stability and are no longer periodic, we resort to 

the use of Poincaré sections and FFT’s to discern the nature of the ensuing 

bifurcations. In this study, we observed that for some excitation and system 

parameters the p; and g,; become two-period quasiperiodic (7? torus). The T? 

torus becomes synchronous (frequency locked) in which the ratio of its two 

base frequencies becomes an integer. Then the torus breaks down and the 

motion becomes chaotic. 

2.6.1 Floquet Theory 

The autonomous set of equations (2.52)-(2.57) can be written in the matrix form 

x = F(x) (2.69) 

where x(t) is a vector of length n (in this case n = 6). Then X(t) is a limit-cycle 

or periodic solution of (2.69) if it satisfies (2.69) and 

X(t) = X(t + T) (2.70) 

where T is the period. 

The stability of the limit-cycle solution can be studied by perturbing the 

periodic solution X(t) by adding a small disturbance ¢(f); that is, we set 

x(t) = X(t) + E(t) (2.71) 
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Substituting equation (2.71) into equation (2.69), we obtain 

X(t) + E(t) = F(X + 2) (2.72) 

Expanding F(X + ¢) in a Taylor series and keeping only linear terms yields 

  

E(t) = DF(t)E(t) (2.73) 

where 

F OF 274 DMO) = Fe) (2.74) 

is the Jacobian matrix of F(X). Equation (2.73) constitutes a system of n 

first-order linear ordinary differential equations with periodic coefficients 

having the period T. The stability of the solutions of equations (2.73) can be 

found by using Floquet theory. 

We define @, to be the fundamental matrix solution; that is, the columns 

of @, are n linearly independent solutions of equation (2.73). Thus, ®, satisfies 

D, = DF(t)®, (2.75) 

It follows from equations (2.75) that 

,.7=DF(t+ T)®,, 7 (2.76) 

Because DF(t) is periodic with period 7. DF(t) = DF(t + T) and hence ®,,; also 

satisfies equations (2.75). However, from the uniqueness theorem a system 
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of n first-order linear ordinary differential equations can have only n linearly 

independent solutions. Hence, the columns of ®,,, are linear combinations 

of the columns of ®,; that is, 

0, 7=A®, (2.77) 

where A is a constant nxn matrix. If the initial conditions are D) =1, where | 

is the identity matrix, then it follows from equation (2.77) that A= @®,;. The 

matrix A is usually called the Monodromy matrix. 

The long-time behavior of é(f) and hence the stability of X(t) depends on 

the eigenvalues of A. To show this, we define the transformation D, = PV(é), 

where P is an nxn constant nonsingular matrix, substitute it into equations 

(2.77), and obtain 

V(t + T) =P 'APV(t) = BV(t) (2.78) 

We choose P so that B has a Jordan canonical form. Because the 

transformation P-'AP is a similarity transformation, the eigenvalues of B are 

the same as the eigenvalues of A. Furthermore, if the eigenvalues J; of A (and 

hence B) are distinct, then 

v(t + T) =Ajv(t) for i= 1,2, ...,n (2.79) 

where vy; is the ith column of V. These eigenvalues are called Floquet 

multipliers. It follows from equation (2.79) that 

v(t + kT) = A%v(t) (2.80) 
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where k = 1,2,3,..... Thus, the magnitudes of the 4; determine the long-time 

behavior of the v; and hence €, which in turn determines the stability of the 

limit-cycle solution X(t). If |1;| is less than unity, then v; decays as time tends 

to infinity. If |2;| is greater than unity, then v; becomes unbounded with time. 

These results also hold when the eigenvalues of A are not distinct. If J; is real 

and equal to one, v; is periodic with period T. If A; is real and equal to -1, v; is 

periodic with period 2T. Because the system of equations (2.69) is 

autonomous, one of the Floquet multipliers is always unity. Consequently, the 

limit-cycle solution X(t) is stable if all the other Floquet multipliers lie inside the 

unit circle in the complex plane and unstable if one or more of the eigenvalues 

lie outside the unit circle. 

2.6.2 Shooting Method 

In general, finding a solution to equations (2.69) analytically may not be 

possible and it may be necessary to solve this system of coupled differential 

equations numerically. For a linear system, steady-state solutions are unique 

for a given set of parameters, while for a nonlinear system a number of 

solutions can coexist for a given set of parameters. Hence, for a linear system, 

for any set of initial conditions, a single solution can be found. On the other 

hand, for a nonlinear system, the solution may depend on the initial 

conditions. 
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The simplest technique for finding a steady-state response is a long-time 

integration; that is, the system of equations (2.69) is integrated until all 

transients decay. If the system is lightly damped this may take a very long 

time. In addition, for nonlinear systems, reliable methods for determining 

when these transients will decay generally do not exist. Moreover, long-time 

integration cannot be used to determine unstable limit cycles. A convenient 

approach to locate stable and unstable limit cycles is to convert the problem 

into a two-point boundary-value problem and then use a Newton-Raphson 

scheme to find a set of initial conditions that will yield a periodic solution 

without the necessity of long-time integration. 

We seek initial conditions 7 and period T that lead to a periodic solution 

x(t; 7) of equations (2.69); that is, if x(0; 7) = then x(7; 7) =7. To find 7 and 

T, we use a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. To this end, we let 

N= + On (2.81) 

where 4, is the initial guess for 7 and O17 is the difference between the guess 

and the actual value; 67 is to be computed for a periodic solution. Moreover, 

we let 

T=T)+ OT (2.82) 

where 7, is the initial guess for the period and OT is the similar change. 

The two-point boundary-value problem can be defined as 

x(T: 4) = 7) (2.83) 
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Substituting equations (2.81) and (2.82) into equations (2.83), we obtain 

Expanding equations (2.84) in a Taylor series and keeping only linear terms, 

we obtain 

p [YX(To: Mo) — 159 +S (To: No)ST = No — X(To' Mo) (2.85) 

where Vx = &. is an nxn matrix. Using equations (2.69) we obtain 
Nj 

oe (To; No) = X(T; Wo) = F(X(T: No) (2.86) 

Furthermore, 

Vx = VF(x) (2.87) 

Changing the order of differentiation yields 

4 | 

Hence, integrating equations (2.88), from t=0 to t=T7), using the initial 

conditions Vx(0) = 1, we can obtain Vx(T). 

Upon examining equations (2.85). we see that we have n equations for 

n+1 unknowns. Thus, we need to eliminate one of the unknown 67,. This is 

done by setting the 7; that corresponds to the maximum absolute value of F; 

equal to zero for every iteration. 
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lf the guessed values of 77) and 7, are far away from those corresponding 

to a periodic solution, the iteration scheme might not converge. Hence, it is 

desirable, sometimes even necessary. to have a good guess for the limit cycle. 

2.6.3 Limit Cycles of the Modulation Equations 

As discussed in Section 2.5, the point fF =F, in Figures 2.1-2.3 is a Hopf 

bifurcation point. Near this point, the modulation equations possess limit-cycle 

solutions. Using the algorithms described above, we calculated some of these 

limit cycles and investigated their bifurcations. 

As F is increased past F,, we first obtain a period-one solution. In Figures 

2.17-2.21 we show a typical period-one limit-cycle solution obtained when 

F = 0.530. Figures 2.17-2.19 show three projections of the limit cycle. For this 

system we see that a period-one solution consists basically of a single loop in 

space, in this case a six dimensional space. The FFT of p; is shown in Figure 

2.20. The Poincaré section consists of a single point (Figure 2.21). 

As F is increased further this limit-cycle solution remains stable until F is 

nearly equal to 0.531, where one of the Floquet multipliers leaves the unit 

circle through -1. Hence, the solution is expected to undergo a 

period-doubling bifurcation. In Figures 2.22-2.26, we show a typical 

period-doubled limit cycle obtained when F = 0.533 In Figures 2.22-2.24 we 

show three projections of the limit cycle. In Figure 2.25 we show the FFT of the 

period-two solution. When this FFT is compared to that of the period-one 
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Figure 2.17. A typical period-one limit-cycie when F = 0.530: projection of the 
attractor onto the qip, plane. 
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Figure 2.18. A typical period-one limit-cycie when F = 0.530: projection of the 

attractor onto the q.p- plane. 
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solution in Figure 2.20, we can see that there are distinct peaks midway 

between the previous peaks. The Poincaré section contains two distinct points 

as shown in Figure 2.26. 

2.6.4 Quasiperiodic solutions 

The period-doubled solution remains stable until F reaches approximately 

0.5366 where a complex-conjugate pair of Floquet multipliers crosses the unit 

circle. When this occurs the solution is no longer periodic; instead it becomes 

quasiperiodic. This type of bifurcation is sometimes referred to as a 

secondary Hopf or Niemark bifurcation. 

In Figures 2.27-2.32 we show a typical two-period quasiperiodic solution 

(7? torus ) obtained when F = 0.537. In Figures 2.27-2.29, we show three 

projections of this torus. Unlike the previous limit-cycle solutions, this solution 

continues to evolve and does not close. When these projections are viewed 

in real time, they appear as tumbling versions of the limit cycles. In Figure 

2.30, we show the FFT of this solution. At a first glance it appears to be © 

chaotic. However, when a portion is expanded (Figure 2.31), we see that it 

consists of discrete peaks. These peaks are combinations of the two base 

frequencies of the T* torus. In Figure 2.32, we shown a Poincaré section of this 

solution. Here, the section consists of closed loops. The loops indicate that 

there are two frequencies present. There are two loops present because the 

torus itself loops around twice. 
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Figure 2.28. A typical quasiperiodic solution when F = 0.537: projection of the 
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The Tf? torus breaks down as F is increased past F = 0.53719. The motion 

then becomes synchronous with the ratio of the two base frequencies 

becoming an integer. In Figures 2.33-2.38, we show a typical frequency-locked 

solution when F=0.5372. The phase space (Figures 2.33-2.35) closely 

resembles that of the quasiperiodic solution. However, when it is viewed in 

real time, the trajectory no longer tumbles. The peaks in the FFT of Figures 

2.36 and 2.37 are shifted to the right. indicating a shift in at least one of the 

base frequencies. The difference between the quasiperiodic and 

frequency-locked solutions is most apparent in the Poincaré sections. In 

Figure 2.38, the Poincaré section contains a finite number of points. The total 

number of points is the ratio between the two base frequencies. The section 

for the quasiperiodic solution (Figure 2.32) is a set of an infinite number of 

points. 

The frequency-locked solution remains stable until F20.539 where it 

becomes chaotic and the 7¢ torus breaks down. In Figures 2.39-2.44 we show 

a typical chaotic solution. A portion of the phase space (Figures 2.39-2.41) is 

almost completely filled up. The FFT (Figures 2.42 and 2.43) of p, shows an 

obvious broadband structure. The Poincaré section (Figure 2.44) consists of 

scattered points with no definite pattern that do not overlap. 
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Figure 2.35. A typical synchronous solution when F = 0.5372: projection of the 
attractor onto the g.p, plane.       
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2./ Conclusions 

We study the response of a general three-degree-of-freedom system with 

the internal resonant conditions w32%2u).~4u), to a primary resonant excitation 

of the third mode. The method of multiple time scales is used to obtain the 

amplitude- and phase-modulation equations. We determine the fixed-point 

solutions of these equations and their stability. These fixed points undergo 

Hopf bifurcations and hence the modulation equations possess limit-cycle 

solutions near these bifurcations. The limit-cycle solutions undergo a 

period-doubling bifurcation. Then, the resulting limit cycle undergoes a 

secondary Hopf bifurcation, resulting in a 7? torus. The T* torus becomes 

phase-locked and then breaks down into chaos. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Combination Internal Resonance 

In this chapter we conduct a theoretical-experimental investigation of the 

response of a three-degree-of-freedom structure having an autoparametric 

combination resonance of the additive type to a primary resonant excitation 

of the highest mode. The structure consists of two light-weight beams and 

three concentrated masses arranged in a T-shape. The method of multiple 

scales is used to determine six first-order nonlinear ordinary differential 

equations describing the modulation of the amplitudes and phases of the three 

modes with nonlinearity, damping, and resonances. The predicted nonlinear 

phenomena inciude the saturation phenomenon, coexistence of stable 

solutions, jumps, periodic motions, and two- and three-period quasiperiodic 

motions. The experiment confirms these predictions. 
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3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider the case of a combination internal resonance of 

the additive type (i.e., w3xw. + «w,) with a primary resonant excitation of the 

third mode (i.e., Q2ws3). The Lagrangian that describes the system considered 

is 

3 3 

1 2 2,,2 = 1 

,| Ss ij,k 

We use the time-averaged-Lagrangian method to obtain the modulation 

equations which describe the amplitudes and phases of the response. 

3.2 The Time-Averaged-Lagrangian Method of Solution 

To quantitatively describe the nearness of the internal and primary 

resonances, we introduce the detuning parameters o, and o, defined as 

W3 = OW, +0,+ 60, and Q=, + E0, (3.2) 

where ¢ is a dimensionless parameter that is used as a bookkeeping device 

and will be set equal to unity in the final solution. 

We seek a solution of the form 
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u, = £A,(T, e's" + cA,(T, Je, s = 1,2, and 3 (3.3) 

where 7,=t is a fast scale that characterizes motions at the frequencies , 

and 22, and 7, = «et is a slow scale that characterizes the modulation of the 

amplitudes and phases. The amplitude of the excitation is scaled so that it 

appears in the same _ perturbation equations with the damping and 

nonlinearities. Hence, we put 

F. = °F, (3.4) 

In terms of the T7,,, the time derivative of u, becomes 

U, = sia Age's”? + 2A’ ,e'5! + cc (3.5) 

where the prime indicates the derivative with respect to 7, and cc stands for 

the complex conjugate of the preceding terms. 

Substituting equations (3.3)-(3.5) into equation (3.1) and using the detuning 

parameters defined in equation (3.2), we obtain 

f= + &*{2i[,(AyA’y _ A’,A)) + (A.A, ~ A’,Ay) + 003(A3A ‘3 ~ A’3A3)] 

_ 2A(A,A Age 717 4 A, A,A,e"7'") + F,(A,e'72" 4 Aye (7271yh 4+ FVT 

(3.6) 

where 
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2A = — @4@9(Mg42 + M394) + 0403(Ma13 + Mgg1) + @203(Mj23 + M439) (3.7) 
+ Ki93 + Ky39 + Ko43 + Ka3y + Kato + Koa1 

and FVT stands for fast varying terms: that is, terms that vary with the time 

scale 7). By averaging the Lagrangian over the fast time scale T), we obtain 

< Sf > = es "| ia, (A,A’, — A’,A,) + 2Zim(A,A’s _ A’yAy) + 2iw4(A,A "5 _ A’3A3) 

— 2A(A,A,A3e— "7"! + Ay AyAge’7"") + Fy(Age'72"' + Age 72") | 

(3.8) 

Applying Lagrange’s equations 

d{a<¢>\_a<%> _, (3.9) 
dt\ aA", aA, : 

and adding modal damping, we obtain the following modulation equations: 

2ia,(Ay’ + 14A;,) + AAsAQe7'" = 0 (3.10) 

Qidro(Ao! + ty) + AAgA,e7'"' = 0 (3.11) 

2icrg(Ag! + gg) + AA\Age” 71 — T Fye'27" = 0 (3.12) 

Next, we express the A, in the polar form 

1 if A= > c,a,e""s (3.13) 
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where a,, and f,, are real and 

_ 4 WyW4 _ AJ, 4.) 

= A , Co = rn . and c,= A (3.14) 

The coefficients c; are chosen so that the resulting equations are universal. 

Substituting equation (3.13) into equations (3.10)-(3.11) and separating real and 

imaginary parts, we obtain the modulation equations 

a,’ = — 14, — a9a3 sin yy (3.15) 

a,f,' = aoa, COS yy (3.16) 

An! = — [lpn — aya, SiN Vy (3.17) 

Anf}y' = a,ay COS Vy, (3.18) 

Ay’ = — Mya, + aay Sin yy, + F SIN yo (3.19) 

43f}4° = aa, COS y, — F COS yo (3.20) 

where 

vy = 947, + Bs — Bo— By . Yo = 927% — Bs (3.21) 

and 

p-— fs __ (3.22) 
804/49 
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We note that equations (3.15)-(3.21) are general and applicable to all dynamic 

systems having a combination resonance of the additive type with a primary 

resonant excitation of the highest mode. 

3.3 Fixed-Point Solutions 

Next, we determine the constant solutions or fixed points of equations 

(3.15)-(3.21).. As we show later, these fixed points correspond to periodic, 

quasiperiodic, or phase-locked motions of the system. To determine these 

fixed points, we put a,,, =0 and jy,’ = 0. Then, it follows from equation (3.21) 

that 

fi,’ = 0 and fi,’ + fy’ =a, + Fo (3.23) 

Hence, the constant solutions or fixed points are given by 

Mya, = — ana, sin y, | (3.24) 

[Moan = — aya3 siny, (3.25) 

[lga4 = 4,a, siny, +F sin ys (3.26) 

a,a,(o, + 05) = (a? + as)ay cos y, (3.27) 

0783 = 4,a_ COS y, — F COS yy (3.28) 
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We note that there are two possibilities: either a, and a, are zero and a3 

is nonzero, or none is zero. When a, = a. = 0, then 

{2 ay = Fi (o5 + 15)’ (3.29) 

which is essentially the solution of the linearized problem. This constant 

solution corresponds to a periodic motion having the same period as the 

excitation and to the first approximation consists of the third mode only. We 

refer to this solution as the single-mode solution. 

When a, and a + 0, it follows from equations (3.24) and (3.25) that 

2 2 

Using equation (3.30) in equation (3.27), we have 

a,+60 

a3 COS Vy = — Vv Hy (3.31) 
fly + My 

Moreover, using equation (3.30) in equation (3.24), we have 

a3 SIN Vy = — VHyHg (3.32) 

Eliminating y, from equations (3.31) and (3.32) yields 

1/2 
2 

. -— 0, + 09 

[ty + flo 
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which is independent of both yu; and the excitation amplitude F in spite of the 

fact that the system is being excited by a harmonic toad at a frequency near 

that of the third mode. Using equations (3.30)-(3.32) in equations (3.26) and 

(3.28), we obtain 

ae = = EZ + JF 8 | (3.34) 

where 

i= wi [Log(o, + 2) — Mg (tey + Ha) | (3.35) 

X2 = wea Loa(tey + ug) + ug(o, + 29) ] (3.36) 

Then, a: can be obtained from equations (3.30) and (3.34). These constant 

solutions correspond to a response having the form 

Uy = Cy COS((of + Vo) +... (3.38) 

uy, = cya, cos[ (Q. — my)t + vy] +... (3.39) 

where v, and vy. are constants, 

Q=0, +0, (3.40) 

O, =, + ef,’ and Ws = ws + eB! (3.41) 
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Therefore, if @, and hence w, are not commensurate with ©, the solution 

consists of two incommensurate periods and it is usually called a two-period 

quasiperiodic solution. If @, and hence «, are commensurate with Q, the 

solution of the system consists of one period, which is the least common 

multiple of 27/Q and 2z/w,, and one speaks of a phase-locked solution. 

Next, we determine when the roots of equation (3.34) are real. To this end, 

we define two critical values of F, namely 

F,= |xo| and F,=./xF+x5 (3.42) 

Clearly, F. must be greater than F,. There are two possibilities, depending on 

the sign of y;. When y,;<0, one real solution exists if F>F.. When y,>0, two 

real solutions exist if F,;<F<F, and one real solution exists if F> Fp». 

Consequently, when F<F,, only the solution given in equation (3.29) exists. 

To determine which, if any, of the above solutions corresponds to a 

possible response, we need to determine the stability of the different fixed 

points. To determine the stability of the one-mode solution a, = a,=0 and 

Ay = caas exp(if3), where £3; =02T,—y2., we substitute this solution into 
2 

equations (3.10) and (3.11) and obtain 

ida(Ay’ + Uy) + Jury a,A,el@! +72) 2 = 9 (3.44) 

Equations (3.43) and (3.44) admit solutions of the form 
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A, = be tte and A, =b,e*" (3.45) 

where b;, b2, and J are constants provided that 

for, [A + wy + io, + 65) ]By + (WW. agby = 0 (3.46) 

04W>5 4D, + i(A + Uy)bo = 0 (3.47) 

or 

[04W ab, — [0(2 + fty)bo = 0 (3.48) 

For a nontrivial solution, the determinant of the coefficient matrix in equations 

(3.46) and (3.48) must vanish; that is. 

A? + [uy + bo + (oy + G5) JA + py ey + tua(o, + oo) - as =0 (3.49) 

The roots of equation (3.49) are 

1 . 1 , 2 
A= —-—a>[e, t+ hot io, +o.) ) 4 > jl, + bo + lo; + 09) ] a LB1 tr He 17% x 11 Hy 1+ 92 (3.50) 

2 , 1/2 
+ 4az — 4, Uy — 4iug(o, + 6)} 

Expressing the radical in equation (3.50) as x + iy, where x and y are real, we 

note that the single-mode solution is stable if x<y,+ py. and unstable if 

X> Uy + Moe. The transition from stability to instability corresponds to 

X= Uy + My. Hence, it corresponds to 
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42 . 2 
(Hy + Mo + fy)” = Cay + ty + Ko, + 45) ] 

  

> (3.51) 
+ 4ay — Apts fy — 4ipto(o, + oo) 

which, upon equating real and imaginary parts, yields 

2 2 2 
—-y =- (c, + Op) — A Ly Uo + 4a, (3.52) 

(uy + Ua)y = (04 + Fo), — Ha) (3.53) 

It follows from equation (3.53) that 

(a4 + o)(Hy — Ha) 
y= ity F Up (3.54) 

Substituting for y in equation (3.52) yields 

2 
2 (04 + 99) 

(44 + Uy) 

which yields a; = a3 defined in equation (3.33). Therefore, the single-mode 

solution is stable if a;<a3; and unstable if a,> a3. 

To determine the stability of a fixed point corresponding to a three-mode 

motion, we eliminate £, and fi. from equations (3.15)-(3.20), thereby 

transforming these equations into the autonomous set 

a’, =— yay — ana, sin Y4 (3.56) 
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a’, = — [W483 + aa Sin y, + F sin y, (3.58) 

  

  

' 42430 983 QD F yy =o,+ ( ~ a, a + a, | COS V1 — gy £08 Vo (3.59) 

Vn = On — A182 cos y +e cos y (3.60) 2 = 2 ay 1 ay 2 

The eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix of the fifth-order autonomous set are 

    

given by 

A + fly ay sin v4 ay sin V4 aa, COS yp, 0 

a3 sin y, a+ Uo a, sin y- aa COS y, U 

— a) siny, —a,siny, A+ jg —@a,COSy, —FCcOSy, | =0 (3.61) 

r r r r 1+ ysi F si 4 COS y4 9 COS y, 3 COS y, ——z eos Yo + 4 SIN yy ~ a, 30 yo 

a3 

2 ay 4449 F 4442 Fo. 
ay COS 11 Ay 68 mo0O+«~ 52 COS yy +77 00s ¥2 ay sin yy A+ asin yo 

3 3     
where 

  T,=- 5 +a 7 a (3.62) 

ay 

a, aa, ay 

y= 4-2 a (3.63) 
a9 
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ay a; aay 
  (3.64) 

4443 4443 44a 
  

A given fixed point is asymptotically stable if all the eigenvalues of the Jacobi 

mairix lie in the left half of the complex plane and unstable if at least one 

eigenvalue lies in the right half. In all figures showing the fixed points, the 

dotted portions of the curves are unstable fixed-point solutions with real 

positive eigenvalues, the solid portions are stable, and the dashed portions 

are unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the 

right-half plane. 

3.3.1 Amplitude-Response Curves 

In Figure 3.1, we show a representative variation of the response amplitudes 

with the scaled excitation amplitude F when y,>0. Here we _ set 

a, = 0.464, o, = 0.195, nw, = 0.1, po = 0.2 and zz = 0.1. As F is increased from 

zero, a; increases linearly with F while a, and a, remain zero. As F exceeds 

the threshold value F.~0.059, a, remains constant (saturates) and equal to a; 

while a; and a, jump up to points 8, and B, and then slowly increase along the 

curves B,C, and 8,C,. If F is set at a value corresponding to points C, and C, 

and then slowly decreased, a, remains constant and equal to a3 while a; and 
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a, slowly decrease along the curves C,8,A, and C,B.A,. As F is decreased 

below the second threshold value F,~0.059, a, and a, jump down to zero, while 

a; jumps down to point C3. As F is decreased further, a, and a, remain zero 

while a; decreases linearly with F until it reaches zero at F=0. If F is set at 

a value between F, and F,, then the response may consist of the third mode 

only or the three modes, depending on the initial conditions. The threshold 

values F, and F, are called saddle-node (turning-point) and reversed pitchfork 

bifurcations, respectively. 

In Figure 3.2, we show a representative variation of the response 

amplitudes a, with the scaled excitation amplitude F when y,<0. Here we set 

go, = —0.510, 0. = 0.200, xn, = 0.05, uw. =0.1, and uw; = 0.05. As F is increased 

from zero, the amplitude of the third mode a; increases linearly with F while 

the amplitudes a, and a, of the first and second modes remain zero. This is 

essentially the linear solution. However, when the excitation amplitude 

exceeds the critical amplitude F,~0.033, a; remains constant and equal to a; 

(i.e., saturates) and the extra input energy spills over into the lower modes, 

which grow very rapidly and eventually their amplitudes a, and a. become 

larger than az. The threshold value F, is called a pitchfork bifurcation for the 

lower two modes. As F exceeds the value F,;~0.105, the saturated solution 

loses stability with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues of equation (3.61) 

transversely crossing into the right half of the complex plane (i.e., a Hopf 

bifurcation). Hence, beyond F; the response is an amplitude- and 

phase-modulated motion consisting of all three modes. 
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Figure 3.1.   

  

  

          
00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 

Force response for ¥;> 0: (...) unstable with real and positive eigenvalues, (—) 
unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the right half plane, 
and (__) stable. Here o, = 0.464, 72 =0.195. uw) = 0.1, we = 0.2, and py = 0.1.   
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0.75   

        

  
Figure 3.2. Force response for ¥;<0: (...) unstable with real and positive eigenvalues, (--} 

unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying in the right half plane, 
and (__) stable. Here a; = —0.510. ¢2 = 0.200, un: = 0.05, ue = 90.1, and ps = 0.05.   
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3.3.2 Frequency-Response Curves 

In Figures 3.3-3.5, we show representative frequency-response curves when F 

is fixed at 0.05 and a, is slowly varied from -1.0 to 1.0. Here, we set 

o,;=0.510, pw, = 0.05, vw. = 0.1, and uw, = 0.05. When op. is less. than 

o~ —0.659 or greater than o)0.403. only the single-mode solution exists, 

which is stable, and the response consists of only the third mode. When 

oN<o,<o6% —0.601 or 0.1490°%2<ca,<c®, three solutions exist: a 

single-mode solution, which is stable: a three-mode solution corresponding to 

the lower branches in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, which is unstable with positive real 

eigenvalues; and a three-mode solution corresponding to the upper branches 

in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, which is stable. Here the response is either periodic 

consisting of the third mode only or quasiperiodic consisting of all three 

modes. When o®<o,<o8%2 —0.155 or —0.0910% <a,< 6), two solutions are 

possible: a single-mode solution, which is unstable with positive real 

eigenvalues, and a three-mode solution, which is stable. Here the response 

is quasiperiodic consisting of all three modes. When o®<o,<o™, there are 

two possible solutions: a single-mode solution, which is unstable, and a 

three-mode solution, which is unstable with a pair of complex conjugate 

eigenvalues lying in the right half of the complex plane. Here the response is 

an amplitude- and phase-modulated motion consisting of all three modes. The 

points o® and o) are Hopf-bifurcation points. 

We can see the dependance of the response on sweep direction rather 

vividly. As we sweep o, upwards from -1.0, the response initially consists of 
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1.0   
Figure 3.3. Frequency response of the first mode when @,>Q:  (...) unstable with real and 

positive eigenvalues, (---) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying 
in the right half plane, and (__)_ stable. Here F=0.05, 0, = 0.510, 

fey = 0.05, we = 0.1, and uw; = 0.05.     
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Figure 3.4. Frequency response of the second mode when g,;>Q:  (...) unstable with real and 
positive eigenvalues, (--—) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying 
in the right half plane, and (__} stable. Here F=0.05,¢,=0.510, 4; = 0.05, 

fg = 0.1, and us = 0.05.     
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Figure 3.5. Frequency response of the third mode when o0,>Q: (...) unstable with real and 

positive eigenvalues, (---) unstable with a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues lying 
in the right half plane, and (__) stable. Here F =0.05,¢0,=0.510, uw, = 9.05, 
2 = 0.1, and yw; = 0.05.     
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the third mode only and is periodic. The amplitude of the third mode 

increases with increasing o,. As co, is increased beyond o®, the single-mode 

solution becomes unstable and the amplitude of the third mode ceases to 

increase and follows branch A3;C3. The amplitudes of the first two modes a; and 

a, jump up to points A; and A,, respectively (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Here the 

response becomes two-period quasiperiodic consisting of all three modes. 

As o, is increased past o®), the fixed points of the modulation equations 

undergo a Hopf bifurcation and the amplitudes and phases become 

modulated. Thus, the response becomes three-period quasiperiodic 

consisting of all three modes. As o, is increased beyond o), the fixed points 

of the modulation equations undergo a reverse Hopf bifurcation and the 

response becomes two-period quasiperiodic again consisting of all three 

modes. As o, is increased beyond oa“), the three-made solution ceases and the 

amplitudes of the first two modes jump down to zero (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) 

while the amplitude of the third mode jumps down to point B;. As o> is 

increased further, the amplitude of the third mode decreases. 

As o, is decreased from 1.0, the amplitude of the third mode increases 

(Figure 3.5) while a, and a, remain zero until o, is decreased beyond a. Here, 

the amplitude of the third mode ceases to increase with decreasing o, and 

follows branch C3;A; and the amplitudes of the first two modes jump up to 

points C, and C, (Figures 3.3-3.5). Here the response becomes two-period 

quasiperiodic consisting of all three modes. As o, is decreased past o%), the 

fixed points of the modulation equations undergo a Hopf bifurcation and the 

response becomes an amplitude- and phase-modulated motion. Here the 
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response consists of all three modes and is three-period quasiperiodic. As o, 

is decreased beyond o®), the fixed points of the modulation equations undergo 

a reverse Hopf bifurcation and the response becomes’ two-period 

quasiperiodic consisting of alf three modes (Figures 3.3-3.5). The motion 

remains two-period quasiperiodic until o, is decreased beyond o) where the 

three-mode solution ceases. The amplitudes of the first two modes jump down 

to zero and the amplitude of the third mode jumps down to point D, (Figures 

3.3-3.5). The response is periodic consisting of the third mode only; its 

amplitude decreases with decreasing o>. 

We note that the frequency-response curves are bent to the right in 

Figures 3.3-3.5. Had we used o, =0, then the frequency-response curves 

would have been symmetric. And had we used a negative o,, then they would 

have been bent to the left. 

3.3.3 Experiments 

A schematic drawing of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.6. The 

instrumentation includes the signal generator, the signal conditioners, and the 

signal analyzer. 

The model shown in Figure 3.7 has two dynamic strain gages attached to 

it, one on the horizontal beam and one on the vertical beam (both oriented 

axially). The signal from the axial-strain gage on the horizontal beam is used 

to measure the response of the structure. From the output signal the 
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frequency spectra are generated and the amplitudes of the different modes are 

determined. The strain gage on the horizontal beam is chosen because its 

signal tends to have a larger amplitude than the other and hence is less 

susceptible to the ever-present line noise. An accelerometer is mounted on 

the shaker to measure the table acceleration, as shown in Figure 3.6. 

The signal generator is a two-channel, variable-phase wave synthesizer. 

It is capable of generating a waveform of 0.0001 Hz resolution. It also has an 

lEEE-488 (GPIB) interface that permits computer control of all its functions. The 

interface can be used in the feedback-control system depicted in Figure 3.6. 

We tuned the model by positioning masses m, and m, (Figure 3.7) so that 

the value of w; +, is close to wz, which produces a so-called internal or 

autoparametric resonance of the combination type. The measured natural 

frequencies of the model are w,=4359Hz, w.=7.828Hz, and 

@3=12.172 Hz.. We show that this autoparametric resonance leads to 

complicated nonlinear phenomena. 

3.3.3.1 Frequency-response curves 

The frequency-response curves were produced by sweeping the excitation 

frequency either up or down while keeping a constant excitation level. By 

excitation level we mean the root-mean-square (rms) of the shaker base 

acceleration. Linear theory predicts that the modes of vibration will be 

uncoupled and that the maximum value on the frequency-response curve will 

be very close to the third natural frequency. When the amplitude of the 
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excitation is small enough, the experimental results do agree with the linear 

theory. 

In this section, we focus on the response when the level of the excitation 

is large enough to produce nonlinear phenomena in the response. (By 

“nonlinear phenomena” we mean characteristics or behaviors that can only be 

predicted by nonlinear equations.) To understand the behavior of the system, 

we monitor the long-time history and FFT of the strain-gage signal on the 

horizontal beam, the cross plot of the signals from the vertical and horizontal 

beams (the so-called pseudo-phase plane), and the Poincaré section of the 

pseudo-phase plane. The pseudo-phase plane is displayed on a digital 

oscilloscope and the Poincaré section is generated by inputting the excitation 

frequency to the digital oscilloscope. 

At the beginning of the experiment. the excitation amplitude is set at 58.3 

mili-g’s and the frequency of the excitation is set at approximately 11.2 Hz. 

Then, the frequency of the excitation is increased by very small increments, 

and after each increase the frequency is held constant for a rather long period 

of time, 40 minutes in some cases. The long-time behavior is recorded and 

shown in Figure 3.8. Initially, the steady state that develops is in almost 

perfect agreement with the linear solution: a, and a, are zero and a; is 

accurately predicted by equation (3.29). The FFT of the strain-gage signal has 

a single peak at the excitation frequency. Because the displacement of the 

structure has one frequency, the pseudo-phase plane is a closed curve, which 

may be a line. Moreover, the Poincaré section consists of one point. The 
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response continues to closely resemble the linear solution until the frequency 

of the excitation reaches 12.02 Hz approximately. 

At approximately 12.02 Hz, a dramatic change occurs: a; begins to 

decrease (though the frequency of the excitation is still moving toward the 

third natural frequency) while a, and a, suddenly increase (i.e., jump up) to 

very large values. After the jump, the frequency content of the response 

changes. The FFT of the strain-gage signal exhibits large spikes near the first, 

second, and third natural frequencies. An example is shown in Figure 3.9 at 

12.047 Hz. The last of these spikes is exactly at the frequency of the excitation, 

and the sum of the frequencies at the first and second spikes is exactly the | 

frequency of the excitation. The lowest and middle frequencies are not 

commensurable; consequently the response is no longer periodic. A periodic 

excitation does not produce a long-time periodic response. Such a 

phenomenon cannot be predicted by linear theory. Because there are only 

two independent frequencies ( (2 and the frequency at either the first peak or 

the second peak}, the response is often described as a_ two-period 

quasiperiodic motion. The jump can be easily recognized by the eye without 

the aid of instrumentation: one can clearly see the increase in amplitude and 

the decrease in frequency. Because the strain-gage signals consist of two 

incommensurate frequencies, the pseudo-phase plane does not show a closed 

curve. Observing it for a short period of time. one sees a tumbling rather than 

a stationary curve. Moreover, the Poincaré section (Figure 3.10) in this case 
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Figure 3.8. Experimentally obtained frequency response curve: frequency is swept up while 
excitation level is fixed at 350 mill-g’s.     
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is a closed curve rather than a point. confirming the fact that the motion is 

two-period quasiperiodic. 

Further increases in the frequency of the excitation result in decreases in 

all three modal amplitudes and then increases in all three. The local minima 

occur when the frequency of the excitation is very near the third natural 

frequency. It is interesting to see that the smallest amplitudes occur at the 

frequency for which the linear theory predicts the largest amplitude for a;. As 

the frequency of the excitation increases beyond 12.2 Hz, all three amplitudes 

increase until the frequency reaches 12.3 Hz approximately. 

At approximately 12.3 Hz, another dramatic change in the character of the 

response occurs. The amplitudes of the first and second modes jump down to 

zero while the amplitude of the third mode jumps down to a value that agrees 

with the linear theory. This is confirmed by the fact that the FFT consists of a 

single spike at the excitation frequency, the pseudo-phase plane is a closed 

curve, and the Poincaré section consists of a single point. Here the transition 

of the third-mode amplitude from the “nonlinear” value to the “linear” value is 

not smooth, unlike the transition from the linear to the nonlinear solution that — 

occurred at 12.02 Hz. 

For frequencies above 12.3 Hz, the response and the linear theory are in 

agreement. The behavior of the actual system is in excellent qualitative 

agreement with the nonlinear theory. There was no attempt to check the 

quantitative agreement. 

By comparing Figure 3.11, which was obtained by sweeping the excitation 

frequency down, with Figure 3.8 we can see that the steady-state response 
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depends on sweep direction (or equivalently on the initial conditions), a 

phenomenon that can only be predicted by a nonlinear theory. 

3.3.3.2 Amplitude-response curves 

Amplitude-response curves (Figures 3.12 and 3.13) were produced by fixing 

the excitation frequency (in this case at 12.062 Hz) and sweeping the 

excitation amplitude either up or down. According to linear theory, the 

response does not depend on the sweep direction, the amplitude of the excited 

(third) mode is proportional to the excitation amplitude, and the amplitudes of 

the unexcited (first and second) modes are zero. Again we see an obvious 

deviation from linear theory. As the excitation amplitude F is swept upwards 

from zero, a; increases linearly with F until a threshold (F,x18 milli-g’s) is 

reached. Beyond the threshold, a3 no longer varies linearly with the excitation 

amplitude but still increases until another threshold ( F,~27 milli-g’s) is 

reached. Beyond this second threshold the response of the excited mode a, 

jumps down and the amplitudes of the other modes a, and a, jump up from 

zero. As the excitation amplitude increases, the amplitude of the third mode 

a3; remains constant (i.e., saturates). As the excitation amplitude is swept down 

(Figure 3.13) the amplitude of the excited mode a3; remains constant until a 

threshold (F;~17 milli-g’s) is reached. Below F,; the amplitude of the third 

mode a; increases with decreasing F until F reaches another threshold (F.~11 

milli-g’s). Beyond this threshold, a, and a, jump down to zero and a; jumps 
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Figure 3.11. Experimentally obtained frequency response curve: frequency is swept down while 

excitation level is fixed at 350 mill-g’s.     
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down to the linear solution. Furthermore, as the excitation amplitude is further 

decreased a; decreases linearly to zero. 

3.4 Limit-Cycle Solutions 

In Figure 3.2 we see that as F passes F = F;, the fixed-point solutions undergo 

a Hopf bifurcation. Thus, when F>F, the amplitudes and phases become 

time-varying, and the overall response becomes three-period quasiperiodic. 

In Figures 3.14-3.16, we show a typical period-one solution obtained 

numerically when F = 0.124. We use the same shooting method described in 

Section 2. We searched the region shown in Figure 3.2 and others, but could 

not find any instabilities of the limit cycle. Hence, the only solution that we 

could find is the stable period-one solution. 

3.5 Conclusions 

We study the response of a general three-degree-of-freedom system with the 

internal resonant condition w32q@, + ~«. to a primary resonant excitation of the 

third mode. The time-averaged-Lagrangian method is used to obtain the 

equations that govern the amplitude and phases (the modulation equations). 
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Figure 3.12. Experimentally obtained amplitude-response curve: excitation amplitude is swept 
up while the excitation frequency is fixed at 12.062 Hz.     
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We obtain the fixed points of these equations and study their stability. These 

fixed points undergo Hopf bifurcations and hence the modulation equations 

posses limit-cycle solutions. Thus, the system response can be either linear 

and periodic consisting of the third mode, or nonlinear two-period 

quasiperiodic consisting of all three modes, or nonlinear three-period 

quasiperiodic consisting of all three modes. The analytical findings are in 

qualitative agreement with our experimental results. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Conclusions 

4.1 Present Work 

We analyze the dynamics of two general three-degree-of-freedom systems with 

quadratic nonlinearities. The first system has simultaneous two-to-one internal 

resonances.of the type @ms.22w,. and cnza, The second system has a 

combination internal resonance of the additive type w3xw, + w.. Both systems 

are subjected to a primary resonant excitation of the third mode (i.e., Q2ws). 

We investigate the first structure analytically and the second structure both 

analytically and experimentally. 

The method of multiple time scales is used to obtain the equations that 

govern the amplitudes and phases of the system possessing the simultaneous 

two-to-one internal resonances (Chapter 2). The fixed points of these 
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equations are determined and their stability is analyzed. As is typical of 

nonlinear systems, we find coexistence of multiple fixed-point solutions, and 

that some of these solutions can undergo Hopf bifurcations. The overall 

response is found to be periodic (consisting of one, two, or three modes) or 

amplitude- and phase-modulated (consisting of two or three modes). In the 

case of three-mode modulated motions the amplitude and phases are found to 

be periodic, quasiperiodic, or chaotic; thus the resulting overall response can 

be either periodic or periodically, quasiperiodically, or chaotically modulated. 

The time-averaged-Lagrangian method is used to obtain the equations that 

govern the amplitude and phases of the system possessing the combination 

internal resonance (Chapter 3). The fixed points of these equations are 

determined and their stability is analyzed. These fixed points are found to 

undergo Hopf bifurcations. In this case, the overall response is found to be 

periodic (consisting of the first mode only), a two-torus (quasiperiodic 

consisting of all three modes with constant amplitudes and phases), or a 

three-torus (consisting of all three modes with periodically modulated 

amplitudes and phases). We are unable to find any regions where the 

amplitudes and phases are quasiperiodically or chaotically modulated. The 

fixed points are also obtained experimentally and found to be in good 

qualitative agreement with the analysis. 
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4,2 Recommendations for Future Work 

The cases in which the first two modes of the systems are excited by a primary 

resonance (i.e. Qeq, or Qew,) need to be studied. Furthermore, cases in 

which multiple modes are directly excited would most likely lead to interesting 

if not unusual results. 

Cases of simultaneous two-to-one and combination internal resonances 

need to be explored experimentally. In the case of combination internal 

resonances, the region between Hopf bifurcation points needs to be analyzed 

much further. The case of simultaneous two-to-one internal resonances also 

needs to be explored in detail because it appears to be rich in nonlinear 

phenomena. 

4.3 Closing Remarks 

The field of nonlinear dynamics is a relatively unexplored realm. With the 

advent of new mathematical techniques and high-speed modern computers, a 

boom in the amount of research in this field has occurred. Yet, there are still 

many engineers who are unaware of the incredibly fascinating phenomena that 

exist. In many cases the phenomena are discredited as noise, or as one put 

it, “a figment of the imagination of mathematicians.” Hence, engineers who 

study nonlinear systems must strive to inform others about their discoveries. 
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Yet in order to make their discoveries believable engineers need to 

demonstrate the existence of such complicated nonlinear phenomena through 

a multitude of experiments. 
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